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FORWARD

In energy systems, the problems associated with high

temperature corrosion especially in mixed oxidants, e.g. oxygen

containing sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide have limited the use

of many materials because of the formation of sulfide layers and/

or inclusions in duplex corrosion product scales. These corrosion

products yield extremely poor corrosion resistance. In the -

present research we have studied the transport properties, the 3'

thermodynamics and free energy of formation of Ni3S and trans-
3x2

port in synthetic composite scales of Ni 3 S2  and NiO. We have

also studied the oxidation of Ni 3xS2 as a function of sulfur con-

centration. The free energy of Fe1 -xS was also determined.
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Statement of the Problem

Many high temperature corrosion processes are determined by

the transport of reactants through a duplex (two phase) scale. In

the particular case of corrosion of nickel base alloys, corrosion

in oxygen containing SO2 and SO3 results in the formation of a

duplex scale consisting of nickel sulfide(s) and one or more

oxides depending on the alloy composition, the temperature and gas

composition. For high concentrations of nickel, the scales often

consist of Ni S as a separate layer, as islands embedded in the
3tx 2

oxide or as channels or stringers through the oxide. The thermo-

dynamic and the transport properties of Ni 3±xS2 were not known.

We undertook the present studies to contribute to an understanding

of corrosion in mixed oxidants at elevated temperatures.

S
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1. Transport Properties of Ni S
3±x 2*

The limits of the phase field of s-Ni S were determined
3±x 2

using H2 /H2 S gas mixtures and thermogravimetric analyses at 600.

and 750 C. The existence of alp and a2-Ni3±xS 2 was confirmed.

Thus a contribution to the phase diagram and to the thermodynamics

of the Ni-S system was made. Utilizing a relaxation technique, the

nickel sulfide was equilibrated with a given ratio of H 2/H 2S. This

ratio was abruptly and isothermally changed to another ratio and

the kinetics of re-equilibration with the new value of the H2 /H S

ratio was carried out using TGA. Therefrom the chemical diffusion

coefficient, D, was calculated. It was found that D varied with

stoichiometry and exhibited a maximum at the stoichiometric

composition, Ni3S2. The diffusivities were in reasonable agreement

with the only other literature values by A. Stoklosa and J.

Stringer [Oxidation of Metals 11, 277 (1977)].

The electrical conductivity of stoichiometric Ni S was
3 2

determined between 500 and 7500 C. The resistance increased with

temperature indicative of metallic behavior. In addition, the

electrical conductivity was measured as a function of composition

at 650'C. The conductivity increased with increasing mole fraction

of sulfur. More structural data are needed in order to put forward

a defect model or models consistent with these data.

The transport rate in Ni3±xS2 was determined to be extremely
/% 1 0 -5 2 ° 3 x

rapid, with D of the order of 10 to 106 cm /sec at 700 and 7
650'C, respectively. Radio-tracer sulfur-35 measurements were made

in Ni 3xS2 containing 40 and 42 at % S. The diffusivity of sulfur

.1
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-10 -8 2
at 6950 and at 7750 C was about 10 and 10- cm /sec,

respectively. This indicates that the diffusivity of nickel is

responsible for the rapid transport in Ni S
3tx 2

2. Free Energy of Ni 3 xS2 and Fel S.

An indirect method utilizing a galvanic cell, was used to

obtain the free energy of formation of Ni3 xS 2. The cell was of

the following configuration:

Pt, AirIYSZINiO, Ni S so 1 atm), Pt (A)
3+-x 2' 02

Because the free energies of Ni0 and SO 2 are known, the free

energy of Ni3+xS 2 can be calculated from the open circuit EMF of

cell (A). The results were

2G (Ni3 S2 ,s)=-74,740 31.007T in cal/mole

and

IGa Ni3S2,1)=-60,420 17.855T in cal/mole

and the enthalpy of fusion for Ni3 S2 was 14,320 cal/mole at 1089K.

As complementary information, the free energy of Fe S was
l-x

also determined using a similar galvanic cell,

Pt,AirIYSZIFe S, Fe30 SO (1 atm), Pt (B)
l-x F 304 F 2

-Ptence

'G°(Fe lxS)=-40,733+15.7712T-x(-34,403+14.0525T) in cal/mole.

(3) Oxidation of Ni 3+xS2 as a function of stoichiometry at 700°C.

When nickel or a nickel alloy .s exposed to oxygen containing

SO and SO. at elevated temperatures, a duplex scale consisting of
2 3

NiO containing Ni S forms. The corrosion process continues by
3+x 2

not only the transport of ion and electrons (primarily nickel and

electron holes) but also the oxidation of the sulfides. While this

oxidation is most often reported when the sulfide is extruded

7!.
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through the scale to the scale-gas interface, it can certainly

also proceed within the scale. Moreover, the stoichiometry of the

Ni S is very likely dependent on its position relative to the
3±x 2

metal-scale and the scale-gas interfaces. Accordingly, we under-
p.

took a study of the oxidation of Ni3txS2 as a function of x.

Briefly, at low sulfur activities, the reaction is slow and the

rate determining step is transport through a relatively compact

and coherent NiO layer (weight gain of sample). On the other

hand, at high sulfur activities, a gaseous product (SO and/or2

So3 ) is formed which ruptures the NiO film and results in very

rapid corrosion (weight loss of sample). These results are

important to the overall understanding of the kinetics and

mechanism of corrosion.

(4) Transport in Two Phase Ni S -4iO Synthetic Corrosion Proauct3 2

Scales.

When small, insoluble metallic particles are dispersed in a

semiconductor, the transport properties of the composite can be

radically altered. In the present case, Ni3± x2
• was shown to be a

metallic conductor. NiO is a p-type semiconductor. Around each

Ni3 xS2 particle there is a space change layer of electrons

according to a theory developed by C. Wagner EJ. Phys. Chem.

Solids 33, 1051 (1972)]. Accordingly, as more Ni S particles are
3 2

3added to NiO, the electrical conductivity decreases (by 103), goes

through a minimum and then increases. Seebeck coefficient measure-

ments indicate that the conductivity at low concentrations of

Ni S is p-type but composites containing the higher concen- A
3 2

trations are n-type! This can be explained by the fact that the

.. .......



electrons in the space charge layer annihilate the electron holes

in the NiO. Thus the electrical conductivity decreases with

additions of Ni3  S 2' goes through a minimum (corresponding to a p -

to n transition) and then increases by n-type conduction. This-p

phenomenon in itself is a remarkable guide to heterogeneous doping

and it is the first time such an effect has been reported.

From the point of view of corrosion, the defects in NiO are

described by

1/2 02 qgas) 0 +VNi+ 2h

whence

2 /2 1K [ V nih J /'PNi02e

Thus for an isothermal corrosion process under constant oxygen

pressure, adding electrons (from the insoluble Ni3 S2 ) will

decrease the concentration of electron holes as is observed from .

conductivity measurements. Consequently there should be a corre-

sponding increase in cation vacancy concentration. While this is

an equilibrium arquement, the trend is clear for a kinetic

situation and an additional possibility for the rapid corrosion of

nickel in 0.-So aas mixtures has been advanced. 2
p
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Suhmitted to the Electrochemical Society Meetinq Scheduled for Las Veqas, October 13-18, 1983.

ON THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF Fel..S formation of Fe304 and S02 , one obtains

G. M. Mehrotra and J. B. Wagner, Jr. .ee"s 40,733 + 15.7712 T - x(24,403
+ 14.0525 T) in cal/mole (B)

Center for Solid State Science In Figure 2 are plotted the values of AG . and
Arizona State University gF
Tempe, Arizona 85287 USA GFeo.9S as calculated using eq. (B). It can be seen

that the values of 5Ges obtained in the oresert work
are lower by about 2kcal/mole compared to the values

Ferrous sulfide is known to have a wide range of obtained by earlier investigators [1,2] frcm measure-

non-stoichiometry. The thermodynamics of FeS have ments using galvanic cells with a CaF2 electrol'te.

been studied by several investigators. Ramanarayanan It is interesting to note that the values of iGF-s re-

and Worrell .1] and Dishi, et a]. [2] have determined ported by Ramanarayanan and Worrell [1] and by Oishi,

the Gibbs energy of formation of stoichiometric FeS et al, [2] are in very good agreement with the values

using galvanic cells employing CaF 2 as solid electro- of AGFeo.gS as obtain from our eq. (B). The liter-

lyte. There are, however, no data for non-stoichio- ature values of AGues which are closest to ours are
metric Fe1_-S. In the present work, thermodynamic pro- those reported by Turkdogan [5]. As the emf values
oerties of Fe1 _-S have been determined, in the temoer- obtained in our studies were very reproducible during
ature range 600' to IO00'C, using solid state galvanic heating as well as cooling, and as the attainment of
cells with yttria stabilized zirconia as the solid equilibrium was rapid, the values obtained in this
electrolyte. work are considered reliable.

Galvanic cells of the configuration

Pt, airYSZIFeI.xS, Fe304, S02 (1 atm), Pt (A) ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

have been used in the present investagtion. Cells of This research was sponsored by the Army Research
similar configuration have been successfully used Office under contract DAAG29-81-K-0109 and a grant
earilier by the authors [3] for the thermodynamic from the Center for Solid State Science.
studies on Ni3+xS2 and by Elliott, et al. [4] for the
study of PtS, TaS 2 , NbS 2 , MoS 2 and MnS 2. One-end REFERENCES
closed tubes of yttria-stabilized zirconia served as
the solid electrolyte. The chemicals used in our [1]. T. A. Ramanarayanan and W. Worrell, J. Electro-
studies (FeS and Fe304 ) were puratronic grade pur- chem. Soc., 127, 1717 (1980).
chased from Johnson-Matthey. 502 was passed over [2]. T. Oishi, T. Fujimura, K. Ogura and J. "oriyama,
3rerite and :205 . Since, under our experimental con- J. Japan Institute of Metals, 40, 969 (h976).
ditions, tne oressure of SO in eguilibrium with 602 [3]. G. M. Mehrotra, 1. B. Tare and J. S. Wagner, Jr.,
and 02 is negligible, (5.06 x 10

-  
to 1.11 x 106 J. Electrochem. Soc., 132, 247 (1985).

atm), no co,'ection for S03 has been applied and the [4]. J. F. Elliott and H. R. Larson, Trans. Met. Soc.
2ressure of 02 has been taken to be 1 atm. The open AIME, 239, 1713 (1967).

'rcuit emf of the cells was measured in the temper- [5]. E. T. Turkdogan, Physical Chemistry of High Tem-
ature ranqe 550' to 1000 'C using a Keithly high- erature Technolo , Academic Press, New fork,
moedance multimeter. The temperature of the cell 'was Chapter 1 1980

measured using a Pt - 10. Rh/Pt thermocouple. [6]. 0. Kubaschewski, E. LI. Evans and C. 9. Alcock,
Figure I shows the results of our measurements from Metallur ical Thermodynamics, Percamon Press,

five different cells. In one of the cells, FeS 2 was New York 1967 .
Substituted 'or eS. It zan be seen that the values
o' emf are identical , within experimental error limits,

the te'perature -anqe of our study. This sugoests

tat, at any given temoeratrue, the comoosition of
-,S in equilibrium eith Fe304 and 502 (1 atm) is

"'ed. This ibservation is similar to the one we made
'n our the-modynamic study of " i31S 2 . The .2 ratio

in e'jilibrium with 'e3 4 and F02 1 atm)
is being determined.

:n te temerature -anoe of our investigation, -on
'mndernoes two transformations, viz - at 770'C and

- at 1_27C. The relationshio between the exoeri-
-entally determined values of emf and temoe -ature can,

ee ;sa: ctoril/ :esc-ibed by te i-ear

equation

E 868.5 - 0.2033 T

where E is the emf of cell (A) in mV and T is temper-
ature in e','n.

The irt .a! eil -oaction for tP :e l /A) is

3 Fe_( (5 - ,x)02  (1 - 01e10 4 + 3 SO2

tl -?n}G 3";.i. 3 ain,Therefore.

];~ ' x)'n PT;P-,)_ :, (,a ) b n" -

--aray's constant.
js~no t e cor-ted lata 'or the '3hbcs e-er', )of

- . - - <
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with reaction [1]. This is followed by reaction [2] and/or
[3], resulting in subsequent weight lo'ss.

In the present studies, negligibly small increase in

weight during the initial stages of oxidation of nickel
sulfide containing 42 aeo sulfur indicates that thus .s prob-

Willi ably close to the limiting composition which favors the
.;" _ t,. formation f NiO d1irectly byv reaction [2] andior i3]. Any

composition of nickei suifidie which contains nic.cei in
excess o' this limiting composition would result in a

-veight gain owing to the oxidation of excess nickel to
- NiO. The fractional weight increase calculated assuming

lo ' "that all 'he excess nickel oxidizes to form NiO is shown in
Fig. 4 SEM picture of nickel sulfide containing 39 a o S. (A): Cross Table I along with experimentally obser.-ed !ractonal

section of the oxidized specimen. (B): Surface of the oxidized speci- weight increase. The agreetnent between the calculated
men. and experimentally observed values, except for the start-

ing composition of 39 a/o sulfur, is extremely good.

.0 P. It is interesting to note that similar results were ob-
ix ,i.. ~ ,tained by Asaki et al.. who studied the oxidation of dense

.- K ,pellets of FeS (3) at 750'-850'C and p..-0.01-0.2 atm. and
S . .of nickel sulfide (X-, = 0.4-0.44) (4) at 650'-750C and o.

S.,, - 0.2 atm. They analyzed the exit gases formed during oxi-
A. ation by infrared gas analysis and found that diuring oxi-

dation of stoichiometric FeS, a very small amount of SO.N . .. ,: . . was evolved in the initial 5s, and then it stopped for sev-
" " "- eral hours afterward. The initial weight increase was ex-

plained by them to be due to the formation of Fe 0, with
the simultaneous change in the stoichiometry of FeS. In
the case of oxidation of nickel sulfide, their results show
that there is a weight increase in the initial stages of oxi-
dation and that the progress of oxidation is dependent on
the composition of nickel sulfide and temperature of oxi-
dation. They found that. in the oxidation runs in which an
increase in weight occurred, a ver small amount of SO,
was evolved during the initial 30s, and the evolution was
even less during the subsequent period of weight in-
crease. This shows that during the initial stages of oxida-
tion with a weight increase, the rate of oxidation due to

Fig 5 SEM picture of nickel sulfide containing 38 a a S. (A): Un- reaction [21 andior [31 is negligible. No increase in the
Dcidized Ni S particle in the interior of the specimen (1) Line scan weight of the sample containing 44 ajo sulfur was ob-
ocross the above specimen. (C) Surface of the oxidized specimen served by them during its oxidation at 700-C. The results

of Asaki et al. are thus qualitatively in agreement with
our results.

- During the initial stages, the rate at which nickel oxide
Nt S. r 1 3 rNiO - 2SO [21 is formed is expected to be higher on compositions con-

- taming higher concentrations of nickel because of the

larger concentration gradients. The subsequent reaction

Ni S - 0-. 3 xNIO - 2S0 F31 rate will. however, depend upon the morphology of the
nickel oxide formed. It is nteresting to note that, except --

Reaction 11j is characterized by the increase in weight for the composition containing 39 ao S. the rate of weight

it 'e vinpe le to.~xdaton ithut eoluionof 0.. osS after the initial weight gain is approximately the,,t *he s-ainple due to oxidation without evolution of SO, "'"

.vhercas re'action, 2. itd 31 are associated with the ame This is consistent with the view that, irrespective of --

• wrei.ghct~n ca t re iastiocofaSd orth the - the starting composition, the compositions at the start of -.
i.lerie. "u ixiton of S is tu in reacton 721 and'or 13] above are approximately the same.
ine -ne . priduct- The initial weignt i- .-Umost complete protection offered by the formation of" ,-ere,i ,iuri ,x daton of Ni S is thus s g- N O on composition containing :39 a o S may be attributed

*, :haine ;nh 'e th :or-.atiorn of NO 'Iand auotane to the slow formation and hence a compact layer of NiO. - -

c In the case of nickel sulfide containing 38 ao S. the rate

of formation of NiO is relatitely high and hence the re- , -.

0. 10 -sultant NiO layer is full of cracks as observed experimen-
V) tallv However, the large number of cracks observed in
0 NIO formed on compositinns containing 40, 41.4. and 42
- 0.08/ ao S are possiblv due to the simultaneous occurrence of

X react',ons il'. '21. and or r3] above. leading to the formation
006 of SO,i0.06-

004 Table I Calculated and experimentallv observed fractional -eight
0.4

Z increase during the initial stages of oxidation of various Ni .S . -
0/ compositions

-0.02 ,

Intl c cL S F;c,,;onal -veiqht Increase

ia. , ! j , Mi[ ' I' .ICl exI II

0 2 4 6 8 10 2 6 10 14 18

-minutes- - hours - 42-,- .1 ,iiiii ._"0
414 liT i )

TIME - 40 ) 015 1 o15
39 ,) :23 )Io

Fig 6 Oxidation of NiS in oxygen at 700 C 18 ,!,31 a:3o
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at 700° = 5C Prior to the beginning of oxidation, the V " W,
Ni. S: pellets were annealed at 700'C for at least lh in a Wo :! -k.4C
flowing stream of argon ioxygen content -20 ppmi for Wk.
homogenization. A small weight change ifractional -d..
weight change -0.0005-0.003) was observed during this % .J."

period. The kinetics of oxidation were foilowed by a 1000 4". .
Cann electrobalance thermogravimetric setup. A chart re-
coroer. connecteo to the electrobalance. continuously re- ie
corded the weight changes. These were replotted as the V
fractional weight changes calculated from the observed 20OP-

changes :n weight and the initial weight of the sample.
T. e weight changes observed during the annealing pe- Fig. 2. SEM picture of nickel sulfide contoining 42 oio S. (A): Oxi-
nod were included in calculations. he time at which the dized surface. (B): Cross section of the oxidized specimen.
argon gas flow was terminated and oxygen was startedwas taken as the starting time it = 0).

in nickel concentration and absence of sulfur throughout
Results the specimen. suggesting the presence of a z-avsty almost

Figure 1 shows typical results from oxidation runs on at the center of the pellet.
Ni, .,S of five compositions. All the c-mpositions Figure 3(A) shows the cross section of an oxidized spec-
showed an initial increase in weight. followeo by a de- imen containing 40 aio S. A line scan for Ni and S across
crease in weight. this is shown in Fig. 3(B). Two distinct regions idenfied.

For compositions containing 41.4 and 42 ao S. the mi- as NiO and Ni.S. are clearly seen in F.g. 3(Ai.n' he :re--eomposlt onsoontaininl4c.4and42n tsetheinl-

tial increase was extremely small. For the 40.0 ajo S com- ence of occasional cracks in the NiO aver formed iur:nc
position, the weight increased slowly for almost 6h. fo- oxidation is seen :n Fig. 3(C).
!owed by a slow continuous decrease. The sample with 39 Two distinct regions with nickel oxide at the surface
a o S increased in weight within first hour after which and NiS, underneath are also clearly identifiable :r "he

*he weight remained constant for several hours -24h). cross-sectional view of the oxidized sample ca)ntairin .9
The samples with 38 aso S showed an initial sharp in- a/o S [Fig. 41A,]. The oxidized surface shown :n F:g. 4, B
crease in weight within the first :iaif-hour. followed by an appears to be uniform and free from cracks.
almozt :inear decrease in weight. Significant initial in- A large number of cracks are found in the oxidized sur-

crease :n weight is thus observed for compositions con- face of samples with 38 ajo S [Fig. 5C)). HigRhly oxidized
,aining 38. 39. and 40 awo sulfur. The rate of increase, how- samples show the presence of isolated particies Fig. 51A,)
ever. lecreased with increasing sulfur percentage. The identified by the line scan of nickel and sulfur Fig. 5B']
rate of oxidation for composition containing 39 a/o S be- as nickel sulfide surrounded by nickel oxide.
came neg1igibly small after lh. Figure 6 shows the change in weight of NiS as a func-

:,-rav powder diffraction patterns of samples after the tion of time during its oxidation in pure oxygen at 7O0C.
ixiiation runs indicated the presence of NiO and NiS. There !s a ;ery. rapid, almost linear decrease in weiint for
piases aniY The peilets were also examined under SEM the first 10 min. after which the weight slowly increases
and analyzed by EDAX for morphological details and at a rate which decreases rapidly with time. The x-raY' ex-
phase :dentification amination of the samples oxidized for 18h showed the
Figure 2iAi shows the surface of an oxidized sample of presence of Ni S, and NiO phases only The composition

i:scxei suiride containing 42 awo S. The surface appears to of Ni S. formed was not determined.
.e very nonuniform. A line scan for Ni and S across the
surface of the sample shows the presence of discontinu- Discussion
,)us laver of NiO along with unoxidized or partially oxi- The reaction of Ni. S, with oxygen can be represented
tized porous nickel sulfide. The cross-sectional view of by the following equations

.n almost completeiy oxidized sample is shown in Fig. .
2IB, A ne ican across this sample shows a sudden drop Ni'm'S. Y- 0 . Ni.-,S. (y - NiO 0 x

1. 42 ATOM %S-0.05 2. 4. ATOM %S i -.-. ~2. 41.4 ATOM %$ Se. ,

0 13. 40 ATOM %S "S. 9m-0.04 '"" ,
4. 39 ATOM%S

U -0.03- 5. 38 ATOM%S I .. -
-0.0 2 -" : :: : :'""-..

-9 -0.01

0 0.01
U 0.0 2

,. 0.03
0.04

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

TIME, HOURS Fig 3 SEM pcture of nickel sulfide conotining 40 0 0 S (A) Cross

Fig Oxidoon of Ni S. in oxygen at 700'C for various composi- section of an oxidized specimen (B) Line scan across the soecimen
tons (Cl Surface of on oxidized specimen
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Oxidation of Nickel Sulfides in Oxygen at 700C
G. M. Mehrotra,* V. B. Tare, and J. B. Wagner, Jr.*

Center for Solid Stare Science, and Departments of Chemistry, Mechanical, and Aerospace Engineering and Physics,
Arizona State University. Tempe. Arizona 85287

ABSTRACT

The kinetics of oxidation of Ni,=,S. containing -38, 39, 40, 41.4, and 42 atom percent (a/o) S and NiS were studied at
700' - 5C in oxygen at 1 atm. The oxidation of Ni,:,S.. was strongly dependent on its composition. All compositions
showed an initial increase followed by a slow decrease in weight. For compositions with 41.4 and 42 a/o S, however, the
initial increase in weight was extremely small. Oxidation products of all the compositions were identified by x-ray dif-
fraction as NiO. Oxidation of NiS showed a sharp initial decrease, followed by a slow increase in weight. The oxidation
products were identified as NiiS. and NiO only. The morphology of the oxidized samples was studied using SEM.
EDAX was used to identify phases. The possible mechanisms of oxidation are discussed.

Available literature on the phase diagram (1) of the of spectroscopic grade nickel, purchased from Johnson-
nickel-sulfur system indicates that nickel forms three sta- Matthey, and 99.99% pure NiS. purchased from Ventron.
ble sulfides at 700 C. viz.. NiS. NiS. and NiS.. Whereas These mixtures were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes
NiS, is almost stoichiometric. NiS and NiS., are known to and then heated at -700

'
C for about three days and sub-

deviate from stoichiometric composition to an apprecia- sequently near (-20' below) the melting point of the re-
ble extent. The composition of NiS has been reported to suiting composition for about 12-15h. The capsules were
vary from NiS to NiS, .. while that of Ni:-,S. from Ni. ,S. then air quenched to room temperature. The product was
to Ni, ,,,S. in the temperature range 600°-800°C (1). ground to a fine powder (-325 mesh) and characterized

The Ni,S. phase is often found as an intermediate corro- by x-ray diffraction. No phases other than Ni-,S. were
sion product when nickel is oxidized in sulfur containing detected. The sulfur content of the prepared compounds
gaseous atmosphere 2). High corrosion rates in such at- was confirmed, within -0.2 alo, by hydrogen reduction. :_
mospheres have been attributed to the presence of this Cylindrical pellets of -10 mm diam and 5 mm height L
sulfide. Oxidation rates of pure nickel sulfides were, were pressed from these powders in a steel die. sintered
however, not reported in the literature until after comple- in evacuated, sealed quartz tubes at -750-C for three
tion of the present study Recently. one paper on this sub- days. and then air quenched to room temperature. The
ject has been published by Asaki et al. (41. In the present surfaces of these pellets were polished on 4/0 emery pa-
paper, we report results of our studies on the kinetics of per. Their apparent densities were determined from their
oxidation of Ni . S. in pure oxygen at 7OOC as a function dimensions and weights. The total porosity of the
of its composition. The oxidation of NiS has also been in- sintered pellets varied from -15% to 25%. 60
vestigated under similar conditions. NiS pellets were pressed from as-purchased NiS pow-

der and sintered in evacuated, sealed quartz tubes at

Experimental -900'C for 60h. The porosity of these pellets was

Five compositions of Ni,.,S, containing -38. 39. 40. --25-30%. The sulfur content of NiS as determined by hv-

41.4. and 42 atom percent (a/o) sulfur were prepared from drogen reduction indicated the composition of NiS to be
mixtures containing appropriate proportions of powders NiS,Oxidation of Ni,.,S and NiS pellets was carried out in

Electrochemical Society Active Member. a flowing stream of oxygen (linear flow rate -50 crrmin)
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perature at which the change in slope occurs is extremely -36 I

sensitive to the terms which correspond to the entropy in
the above equations, and hence the errors in the melting
temperature are likely to be large. The EMF values ob- "."
tained from Eq. [1] are in good agreement with those ob- Ia
tained by Schaefer (3) after correcting for the oxygen
pressures of the reference electrodes. Our EMF data are -38 /

also in agreement within =2 mV with those reported sub- 6,/

sequently by Chang and Hsieh (8) for solid Ni.-S. in the 7 2b
temperature range 945-1070 K. '35""

The virtual cell reaction for cell [A] is , ,1/ - .

7=x -40, /
Ni .S_.-' O0.21 atm)= (3 x) NiO -2SO, [3] - ,'.' 4 - -- lb

Therefore 3 ,, o la This Work (N12 .6 6 6 S2 )

G - G /l b This Work (Ni3 S2 )

7 x -42 2a Rosenqvist (Ni3 S2 )
- AG,,. - --- RTln 0.21 [4a] , ,' ,'2a 2b Rosenqvist (Ni2 6 6 6 S 2)

or ,,' 73a Chang (Ni 3S2 )
or 3b Chang (Ni2 .66 6 S2 -

_G' . 2 AG'..,. (3 x).1G,, - 2F (7 = x) COICulated ftromNi 4 S3 data)
-44- 4 Schaefer (calculated for

(E - 0.03362T) [4b] Ni12. 66 6 S2 }

where AG 1G _, _AG'... and AG',,, are the standard Gibbs 15 Nagomori and Ingraham

energies of formation of Ni-S,, and SO.. and NiO, re- (Ni3 S2 )
spectively. and F is Faraday's constant. 16 Turkdogon (Ni3 S2 )

Using the reported data for AG-,,,, and AG'._,.. one -46I
obtains 1053 1153 1253

AG . = 74.740 - 31.007T T (K)

=x (- 18,160 11.2217) (973-1089 K) [51 Fig. 3. Standard Gibbs energy of formation of NiS., and Ni,, S.,

and Ingraham. The agreement between our AG°,,...... values
.1G'. .... .i= -60.420 - 17.855T and those calculated for the same composition from

-6] Schaefer's EMF data is good. The values reported by Lin
Zx f-16,110 - 9.3437) (1089-1173 K) 6 et at. (2) for .-NiS, (or Ni. .,S..) phase are also in good

For the composition of the Ni:. S, in equilibrium with agreement with those obtained from our Eq. [71. However.

NiO and SO. 1 atm) to be Ni S,,,,S. (42.86 a/o S). we obtain their values for /3,-NiS (40 a/o sulfur) phase are higher
than those obtained from our Eq. [9]. The values obtained

.G.,, . (s) = -68.670 - 27.257T (973-1089 K) [7] from the equation for AG°.,... (298-1063 K) in Turkdogan's

and (6) and Kubaschewski and Alcock's (7) compilations,
which are actually Rosenqvist's data for the temperature

= -55.035 - 14.734T (1089-1173 K) [8] range 673-808 K, are higher by 3-4 kcal/mol than the
values obtained in the present work. Because of the very

From Eq. [7] and [8]. the enthalpy of fusion of Ni._,,,,,,S. is good reproducibility of cell EMF's over the entire temper-
found to be 13.635 cal/mol. ature range (973-1173 K) and extended durations (4-10

For the sake of comparison with the data reported in days) of our experiments, and also because of the accu-
the literature, it is also possible to obtain the Gibbs en- racy of the EMF method itself, the data obtained in the I
ergy of formation of stoichiometric NiS. by assuming the present work may be considered to be more reliable.
composition in equilibrium with NiO and 1 atm SO, to be Combining the heat capacity data for nickel, sulfur, and
40 aio sulfur. One thus obtains from Eq. [5] and [6] NiS, reported in literature (7, 9. 10) with the EMF data

-74.740 - 31.007T (973-1089 K) [9 obtained in this work, one obtains, from the third law
analysis, for the enthalpy of formation of NiS. from the 71-

and elements. AH:.., a value of -47.9 = 2.2 kcal/mol. This is in
fair agreement with the value of -51.6 = 2.5 kcallmol re-

AG.,,.d) = -60,420 -- 17.855T (1089-1173 K) [10] ported by Kubaschewski and Alcock (7). The values of J
The enthalpy of fusion of Ni S,, as obtained from Eq. [9] .IH'.,,, calculated from our EMF data for various tempera-

The ent y otures show a random variation and therefore are consid-
and [10], is 14.320 cal/mol. This is much higher than the ered to be free from systematic experimental errors.
estimated value of 5800 cal/mol reported by Kubaschew-
ski and Alcock (7) and is comparable to 11.300 cal/mol re- Acknowledgments
ported by Nagamori and Ingraham(4). This research was supported by the Army Research Of-

Figure 3 shows .IG',,,,,,, and IG, ,., as obtained from fice under Contract no. DAAG-29-81-K0109 and a grant
Eq r7-10], as functions of temperature. It also shows through the Center for Solid State Science,
some of the data reported in the literature. The values of
Gibbs energy of formation of solid and liquid NiS, ob- Manuscript submitted April 20, 1984: revised manu-
tained from our Eq. [9] and [10] are in good agreement script received ca. Sept. 11, 1984. This was Paper 429 pre-

sented at the Washington. DC, Meeting of the Society, Oc-
with those reported by Rosenqvist (1) for solid NiS, and tober 9-14. 1983.
with those reported by Nagamori and Ingraham (4) for
liquid NiS.. The values of Gibbs energy of formation of Arizona State University assisted in meeting the publi-
solid Ni_. S. obtained from our Eq. [7] are also in good cation costs of this article.
agreement with those calculated from Rosenqvist's data REFERENCES
in the temperature range 918-1083 K. The enthalpy and 1. T. Rosenqvist. J. Iron Steel Inst.. 176, 37 (1954t.
entropy terms in our equations are, however, different 2. R. Y. Lin. D. C. Hu, and Y. A. Chang, Metall. Trans.,
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Experimental Materials and Procedure to this composition. The value of EMF at any temperature
Four compositions of Ni,.,S: containing 38. 40. 42. and remained steady for several hours and was reproducible

44 atom percent (a/o) sulfur were prepared from 99.999%c within =I mV during random heating and cooling of the
pure nickel powder (Johnson-Matthey) and 99.99% pure cell. the measurements on which were carried -ut for a
NiS ,Alfa/Ventron) or 99.999% pure sulfur. The mixtures, period of up to ten days, and within =2 mV jetween
containing appropriate proportions of nickel and NiS independent runs However. in any run. whr .e cell
powders, or of nickel and sulfur powders, were sealed in was cooled from a temperature above the melti point of
evacuated quartz tubes. The sealed ampuls were held at NiS: to a temperature of -1000 K or lower, the EMF
--970 K for -72h and subsequently at -1020-1070 K for values obtained were lower than the original values. The
24h. after which they were air quenched. The product was values of EMF at temperatures higher than 1000 K could
then ground to a fine powder. The chemical composi- be reproduced any number of times. The values of EMF
tions of the prepared compounds were verified by reduc- at temperatures less than - 1000 K could be reproduced in
in- them completely in hydrogen These agreed within heating and cooling cycles if the cell was not heated to a
.i; of *he expected sulfur content. Phase identification temperature above - 1073 K.
was !one by x-ray diffraction. In order to determine the composition of N .S in equi-

Galvanic cells of the scheme librium with SO. i I atm) and NiO at various temperatures.
two compositions of Ni,. S, containing 38 and 42 ao sul-

Pt. air ZrO i- Y.O:)NO. O, Ni -,S., SO . arm). Pt or Au fur were equilibrated, without NiO present, at -973. 1073.
[A] and 1173 K in a flowing stream of SO:. These were subse-

quently analyzed for sulfur using x-ray tluoroescence
were used. One-end closed tubes of yttria-stabilized zirco- and gravimetric chemical analysis The results indicate
nia. -7 mm id. purchased from Zirconium Corporation of that the average sulfur conent .of the Ni SO .s 42 LL,). o"
America. ser.ed as the solid electrolyte. Moghadam and although it must he mentionea &hat the accuracv )f these
Stevenson 35i have reported that the conductivity of par- methods for sulfur determination. in the presence of oxv.
iailv stabilized YSZ in a SO. atmosphere is greater than gen. was not optimum. the error limits being _-'" ao ui-
.ts conductivity in air and that its ionic transport number fur. However, the fact that the ENIF values fall on a
is ijecreased to 0.95-0.67 in the temperature range straight line. in the temperature ranges 973-11089 K and
773-1273 K by exposure to SO,. In separate experiments 1089-1173 K. suggests that the variation in the composi.
.n our laboratory. we have measured the ac conductivity tion of Ni,. S, with temperature. if any. is not appreca-
,) 9 mole percent Im o) .ttria-stabiized zirconia in air and ble. This composition is very close to Ni.......S or Ni,S
:n owinv SO. I atm) In the temperature range 873-1273 (i.e.. 42.86 ajo sulfuri which has been suggested to be a
K. no s gnificant difference in the values of conductivity stable phase j:3-NiS ). in the temperature range 845-
.Vas observed for this composition of YSZ. This indicates 1040 K. according to the Ni-S phase diagram reported by
nat the electronic transport number of 9 mnio Y*O -ZrO, is Lin et al. (2) (shown in Fig. 2). Schaefer (3) has. however.
neligible under our experimental conditions. This is in reported that the composition of Ni ,S. in equilibrium
contrast to the results of Moghadam and Stevenson for with NiO and SO. (1 atm) is Ni. .,..S: it. e.. 44.3 ajo sulfur).
,.ttria-stabilized zirconia containing 4.5 mjo Y.O . Moreover he has reported no change in the composition

In )ur experiments. SO was passed over Drerite and of N.... with temperature in the temperature range
P 0 Since. under our experimentai conditions, the pres- 1969-1054 K) of his investigation.
.ure of SO in equilibrium with SO and 0. is negligible The EMF us. temperature relationship has been found

8 • 10- -3 . W- atm). no correction for SO has been to be linear in the present studies. Linear regression anal-
appited and the pressure of SO. has been taken to be 1 vsis ofour data in the temperature ranges 973-1053 K and
atm. The open-circuit EMF of cells was measured in the 1083-1173 K yielded the following relationships
temperature range -973-1173 K using a Keithley high-im-
oedance multimeter The temperature of the cell was E = 827.24 - 0.23634T (973-1089 K) 1]
measured using a Pt-10"7tRh/Pt thermocouple. and

Results and Discussion E = 871.62 - 0.27707T'1089-1173 Ki 'T
Figure I shows the open-circuit EMF as a function of

temperature The results shown are for cells with four dif- where E is the EMF of cell fA] in mV and T is the temper-
'erent starting compositions of Ni . S, and also with NiS. ature in degrees Kelvin.
For each composition. the results were obtained from at The change in the slope of the E us. T straight line at
,east two cells. It can be seen that, irrespective of the 1089 K corresponds to the melting temperature Ni . S_.
;tartins composition of nickel sulfide, the values of EIF This is in good agreement with that (1083 K, reported by
at any given temperature. in the range -973-1173 K. are Rosenqvist and is higher than that (1063 K, reported for
ientical vithin the experimental error !imits. This sug- Ni S. by Turkdogan (6). and by Kubaschewsi and
.ests that. at a given temperature. the composition of Alcock 17). However. it must be pointed out that the tem-
%'i S n equilibrium with SO fI atm, and NiO is fixed
,'hat an other Ni . S initial composition will convert

IO00 .... ,-s rrz, 1300

600 -T- .i eooo 7

> 580 S 9.1t0 . Ii s

E 94 g9oo

S 560 00 ., ..0.... ...1. ] . . .500

42tS 0 - 629i

___________________ 00'500
950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

Temperature 1K) x,
Fig I Cell EMF as a function of temperature Fig 2. Nickel-sulfur phase diagram, after Lin et al (2)
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The Standard Gibbs Energy of Formation of Ni3,.S

G. M. Mehrotra,* V. B. Tare, and J. B. Wagner, Jr.*

Center for Solid State Science. Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287

ABSTRACT

The standard Gibbs energy of formation of Ni;,S has been determined in the temperature range -973-1173 K using
galvanic cells of the configuration.

Pt, air//yttria-stabilized zirconia//NiO. NiS, SO, (1 atm), Pt or Au -"

In the temperature range of the investigation, the open-circuit EMF of the cell, at any given temperature. was found to
be independent of the starting composition of Ni,. ,S. within the experimental error limits. With the composition of
Ni,. ., in equilibnum with NiO and SO. (I atm) being Ni.,,... S:, the results in calories per gram mole are

. G, ... (s) = -68.670 - 27.257T (973-1089 K)

.G1., .,1)= -55.035 - 14.734T (1089-1173 K)

The temperature and enthalpy of fusion of Ni..,,,,,S, are, therefore. 1089 K and 13.635 cal/mol. respectively. For the stoi-
chiometric NiS:. we obtained

-AGS ,..~(s) = -74.740 31.007T (973-1089)

AG',. 1(1) = -60.420 17.855T1089-1173)

The enthalpy of fusion of NiS. is 14.320 callmol.

The thermodynamics of nickel sulfides has been the measuring the equilibrium weight of the melt in gas
subject of several investigations. Rosenqvist (1) studied streams of H, and HS and have reported the standard
the NiS,.'H.S,'H. equilibria and reported thermodynamic Gibbs energy of formation of liquid NiS. and liquid NiS.
data for solid NiS., NiIS,.-, Ni 7 S,., NiS,,, and NiS. com- However. there appears to be no thermodynamic investi-
pounds. Lin et at. have also studied the nickel-sulfur sys- gation over a wide temperature range covering both solid
tem. in the temperature range 823-1023 K. using a gas as well as liquid Ni,.,S. Moreover, the data obtained by
equilibration technique. More recently. Schaefer (3) has various investigators separately for solid and liquid NiS:
carried out electrochemical determination of the free en- do not yield consistent values for temperature and en-
ergy of formation of solid Ni. ,S. phase. Nagamori and thalpy of fusion of NiS:. In the present work. the
Ingraham (4) have investigated the nickel-sulfur melts by thermodynamics of solid and liquid Ni,_-S, have been

studied using solid electrolyte galvanic cells in the tem-
*Electrochemical Society Active Member perature range -973-1173 K.
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tion of Ni.3 2 the current carriers are electrons. Above 10 of NiS 2. Under certain experiniental conditions, particular-
M!e % h ya o ufrptnil n i3% the volume fraction of the Ni3S2 particl,-r he- lya o ufrptn aiadhigher temperatures, lower
comas so 13re that contiiuous contact between Ni 3S2 parti- cow.~entration or Ni3S2 has been observed. Under such con-
ch,-s becomes pctriilc and hence mctallic type of conduction ditions the kinetics of corrosion are expected to be govrad
eme, cc oling to pure Ni,S, is observed. Evidence for the by the transportthrough the composites which wlbe mn.

coti no~ i3rtopah spoidbyteiroeps tially controlled by the noriequilibrium concentration of
showsi in Fig. 3(c). point defects which in turn are related to the electronic de-

It is relevnt to commnent on the existing hypothesis put fects and will be strongly depende-nt upon whether the oon-
forward to expirin the ecc-t of a dispersed conducting phase centration of Ni3S, is greater or lower than S mole % (16
in a semiconducting matrix. vol %) Ni3 S2. As yet there are no reports on cor-osion rates

Wagner' calculated the concentration of electrons and es a function of sulfide cont.-nt. Their lack may be one source
bence th~e resulting conduativity of oxides with inclusion of of disagreement in the reported kinetics.

* sphtricttl metallic particles by introducing a concept of a
space charge layer at the interface. However, in estimating ACKNOWLEDGMENT
these concentrations a complete thermodynamic equilibri- ThsreacwsinttdudrteAmyRerh
urn is assumed. In many practical cases, systems are far from ofcCnrc o AG2-lK00 n usqet
equilibrium, particularly if the temperatures are low, as in OfieCotatN.DA 2981-019ansueqn-
the present study. Hence the applicability of this model is Yfne yagntfo CnerorSldttecic,

restrcted.Arizona State University.
In describing conduction in homogeneous media Lan-

daur'3 and Bergman" discussed the percolation model for
conduction in asemiconductive or insulating medium con-
tann ml etli atce as the dispersed phase. The

* theory is based mainly on geometrical considerations and
does not take into account the nature and the concentration '3. B. Wagner. Jr., Maier. Re. Bull. 15. 1691 (1980.

of curentcarrirs.3M. H. Cohen, J. Jonner, and 1. Welinuan "Electrical Transpai AMd Opti-of urentcaries.Approximately at a volume fraction ca Prpries ofIhmceu Media." AlP Coafcrence Prw%.,ed'r~
between 10%-15% a continuous network of a highly con- Septernber 7-9. 1977 (Americaia Instittieof Physics. 1978L edited by 3. C.

P ducting dispersoid is expocted to form, resulting in a high Garland and D. B. Tanner. pip. 63-83.[
apparent total conductiv ity. Very littlechange in conduction '.S 'madF .Ptt d.Mt 433181

"K. L Lutbra and W. L Worrell, Metall. Trans. A 9.13055 (1978). &t~d. 10.* is expected below this threshold concentration known as 621113979).
* percolation threshold. In the present context, an explanation 'ASTh4-X.Ray Diffractiona Data Cards.

involving percolation appers to be inadequate because the 6R. Y. Lin, D. C. Hu. and Y. A. Chan&. Metal. Tran. B 9, 531 11979)
conductivity shows a mintimum at 5 mole % Ni3S2 in NiO. '..suanRWVa..hsCe.oia2 33(9i.n32.1334311971).Moreover, no percolation threshold is observed. *N- G. Eror and J. B. Wag=c, Jr.. Phys. Status Sotidi 35.641 (1969. .

It has been mentioned earlier that the corrosion pro- N.C. Pope and N. Birks, Oxid. Met. 12. 191 (19784.
*duct of nickel in sulfur containing atmosphere is often found 19S P. Mitolf. J. Chem. Phys. 33.892 (1961.
*to consist or NOS dispersed in NiO. The presert investiaga- "H. Yogi and)J. B. Wagner. Jr.. Oxid. Met. 18. Nos. 1/7,39 (19821.

"C. Wagner, J. Phy. Chem. Solids 33.105011977).tions indicate that to have fast transport through NiS, a "It. Landaaur, "Electical Transport and Optical Pruperies of Inbonosen-
*conducting network or NiS 2 must be present. This can hap- eous Media." AlP Conference Proceedings, Sept. 7-9. 1977 (American

*pen only when the concentration of NiS, exceeds 30 Instituteo nPhysics. 1979). edited byJ. C. Garlandind D. B.Tanne..p. 2.
mol % r 0 vl % Tis s i areeentwih te dta DIJ Bertman " Elect'ical Transpot and OptcalProper tes oflnhomo

mol %o30vlu %. and s iors who obrered wtht the cara teneous Media."AIP"Conf~erence Proceedings.Sept. 7-9,1I977 (Americanreported by LtaanWorl'woosreththcr- Institute of Physics. 1975j, edited by J. C. Gariand anid D. B. Tanner, p.
rosion product of nickel consists of approximately 50 vol % 46.
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-- -- - ' activation enthalpies of migration ofelecaron holes with the F
defect equilibria given by Eqs (I) and/or 12) above+ Under
equilibrium conditions the concentration of holes and hence

,. . .the electrical conductivity will be directly proportional tothe oxygen pressure to an exponent I/n. However, if the

one would still expect higher conductivity corresponding to

the defect equilibria present at higher temperature.
- .Addition of sulfur to the NiO lattice decreasis the con-

ductivity of NiO indicating the decrease in the concentration
of mobile holes. The solubility of sulfur in NiO, although

FIG. 6. NiSz prtie in NO mtrix. mall, is -eported to be 10-%-!0-%.' If the sulfur is as-Ferned to occupy normal lattice site of oxygen, the defect
equilibria may be modified asI" the same temperature range but measured at 10- 0 Oil atmo- "tempratueS15 +0o+.• = o+ O, or lSz+0o+2@ =5See 02, '9"spheres of oxygen. The activation energy o 12.9 L- /mole

reported by them is very close to 13.11 + 0.77 kcal/mole whereS replaces oxygen from lattice either as singly chargedobtained from the present data. A value of 13 kcal/mole was ion or neutral atom. In either case the concentration of/'holes .-
also reported by Eror and Wagner' for the activation energy and hence the conductivity will decrease. Sulfur can also
for the movement ofelectron holes for NiO single crystals at replace oxygen as negatively charged sulfur ion with 2 nega-9.4X 10- ' atmospheres of oxygen pressure. At high ten- tive charges. In such a case no change in conductivity is
peratures (> 1000 "C) where the samples are both in thermal expected. The observed change in conductivity is, however,
and chemical equilibrium, an activation energy of 22-23 too small to justify unambiguously the modification of defect
kcal/mole has been reported.7"8 Because the present data are structure as proposed above. It is, however, also possible that
limited to only 800"(C a comparison is not possible. How- becauseoflower temperatures theabove reaction is also very
ever, a tendency towards higher activation energy is indicat- slow and does not go to completion.
ed at higher temperatures by the deviation from the linear Thedecrease in conductivity on adding t mole % Ni,S%
behavior, to NiO is, however, more dramatic. The activation energy ofSince the samples used in present investigations were conduction also increases appreciably.
prepared from NiO powder equilibriated in air at high tern. Conduction in pure NiS% has been reported to be me-
peratures and the fact that the sintering temperature and the talic. The presence of NiS2 as a dispersed phase is there-
temperature range of measurement were only 600-800 "C, fore suspected, in some way, to bind locally the mobile holes
the high values ofconductivities and low values of activation contributing to conduction. It may be noted that because the I
energy are most probably due to the nonequilibrium between concentration of holes in nickel oxide is already higher than
the sample and the surrounding oxygen partial pressure the equilibrium concentration due to the metastable defect
which approximately corresponds to Ni-NiO equilibria. It equilibria, the electrons provided by nickel sulfide at the
has been shown by Osbum and Vest" that the equilibria NiO-Ni,S, interface combine with the holes creating a con-
between NiO and oxygen is extremely sluggish at low tem- dition which is closer to the equilibrium and hence energeti-
peratures. cally more stable. Such a possibility was first considered by

The activation energies of conduction obtained in the Eror and Wagner' who postulated that if the concentration
present investigation can therefore be considered to be the of electronic carriers is low, it is likely that large numbers of

them get trapped by some type of imperfection that is not
considered in the conventional theory of point defects. One

" " C type of imperfection was considered by them to be disloca,
". -

tions. In the present context it is suggested that such trap- r• -'"Y'" ";+""ping sites are provided by the NiO-NiS, interface which

* '~4 ,~,,make the trapping or carriers even easier because of the op-S' posing nature ofcarriers in NiO and Ni,S,. The overalleff
will be to reduce the number of mobile carners and hence the

Jo. ,conductivity. There will. however, be a definite equihhria
* ,- , :> .. ;'- -associated with this electron hole pair and hence the number f

' . ' . .' ,
of mobile carriers will be strongly dependent on thc tempera-
ture. Theoberved increase in the atation energy)i% onso .- - .
tent with this view.

When most of the mobile holes are trapped in this way.
further change in conductivity is considered to e due to the

' " -""predominant concentration of electrons from the increased
concentration of Ni ,S.. This is alo evident front the obser-

FIG 7 SEM image ,hto ng NiO-N,.S. interface vation that compositions containing increasing concentra, h
25 J Apl. PPsI., Vol 54, No 1. Jalnu-iu 1 3 v Q T-*...-. t 1
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NiOis found to be higher compared to the value reported in
P10.2.ue aletri 00 utiit 1C.acimofessmaono i-i the literature for single crystalline as well as polycrystallint

samples." Conductivity of NiO as a function of temperature
_________________and oxygen pressure has been widely investigated. Compan-

son of the data, however, becomes difficult because of the
widely differing conditions used by various investigators.

X_ Similarly, the conductivity is very sensitive to the type and
amount of impurities present. For substances having low

M impurity level as in the present case, if there is complete
~ thernal and chemical equilibrium, the disorder in NiO can

be satisfactorily explained by the two equilibria:

10 2 * 0+ VNii+ 0. (1)
102 00+ V, 2(2)

Accordingly, either P"' or P"' pressure dependence of
conductivity is obtained. These equations are written using
the usual Kroger and Vink notation. From the variation of
conductivity with temperature at fixed oxygen pressures,
Mitolf' obtained two activation energies. The lower activa-

~ ~, tion energy obtained at lower temperature was attributed to
the lack of thermodynamic equilibrium implying little
change in the composition of the sample. The activation en-
ergy for conduction under these conditions would reflect
only the activation enthalpy for movement of electron holes.

Data obtained in thc present investigation are com-
pared in Fig. I with those obtained by Osburn and Vest' in

FIG. 3. SEMt image %hosing the distribution of NiS. in MO ja Sl mole q.
Ni,S,, nil 10 mole % NalS,. Idl 20 monle % M.S.. Diuributiori of NiS, is
1111ndoen in 5 mote % a.-d 10 mote % Ni,S,. wihile continuous network of FIG. 5. Conceniration profile 4MN and S across the WIS. particle shoowit in
Nii, in 20 moole % NiSA is clearly seen. Fiag 6.
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TABLE 1. Measured ad theordi;l densities and percent porosities of various NiO-Ni% compositions.

S.N. Mole% Ni,S, Vol% NiAS Itheoreticall (measured) % Porosity

I 0 0 6.67 4.48 32.83
2 -0 -0. 6.67 4.50 32.53
3 5 16 6.55 380 41.98
4 to 29 6.45 4.20 34.8
5 20 50 &29 4.43 29.57
6 33.3 67 6.24 4.41 29.32
7 100 I00 5.32 5.75 1.2 -

'Density of pure NiO = 6.67 S/cm' and pure Ni3S, 5.82 5/cm1 (Ref. 5 .

dominant current carriers were found to be electron holes, centration of the sulfur confirming the presence of sulfide
while for 5 mole % and higher concentration of NiS 2 the particles. At interfaces of NiO and Ni3S2 particles the con-

predominant current carriers were determined to be elec- centration of nickel as well as sulfurdecreases simultaneous-
trons. ly suggesting the possibility of the existence of a void of ap-

Scanning electron microscopic examination of the var- proximately 5 pm in width. The presence of small voids is

ious compositions (Fig. 3), shows that Ni.,S2 particles are also evident from Fig. 7, which shows a highly magnified

distributed in NiO matrix fairly uniformly. The particle size image of the interface. Voids of these dimensions are also .
of Ni3 S2 varies from 10 to 100jpm with the average around visible at the interface of NiO grains (Fig. 4). One can there-
75 pm. Figure 4 also is a micrograph with higher magnifica- fore conclude that the interfacial contact between NiO and

tion for samples containing 5 mole % Ni3 S2 of the region Ni 3S. is as good as the contact between nickel oxide grains.
where only NiO is believed to be present. NiO grains are of X-ray diffraction patterns of all the compositions taken
uniform size of approximately 5um. The number of pores, before and after the conductivity measurements were found

the evidence for which was obtained f :om the measured den- to be identical, confirming the presence of only two phases,
sities, is also clearly seen. The average size of the pores is also viz. NiO and Ni3 S2. In spite ofcareful examination by SEM,
=5 pm. The microscopic examination also reveals that the EDAX, and x rays, there was no evidence of the presence of

dispersed Ni.S, particles have random, irregular shapes. nickel as a third phase. Formation of Ni by the disproportion
The needle-type growth as reported by other investigators reaction o:'Ni3S2 at temperatures below 600 "C was reported -
during corrosion of nickel in sulfur dioxide is clearly absent. by Luthra and Worrell.'
Figure 3(c) shows the SEM picture of sample containing 20 Formation of metallic nickel in the tempeu.-tutc ranre

mole % NiS, which shows very high metallic-type conduc- of measurement of conductivity, by the reaction I
tivity. The NiS, particles are seen to form a continuous NiO + Ni5 S, = Ni + SO.
network indicating that conduction is mostly through inter- t
connected nickel sulfide particles. This continuous network is thermodynamically feasible, particularly at low sulfur-

of Ni.S, is also seen in the fractured sample surface perpen- dioxide partial pressures. There is no evidence for the occur-

dicular to the cylindrical axis of the pellet. rence ofIhis reaction under the present experimental condi-
The concentration profile of nickel and sulfur was ob- tions. Similarly separate expriments showed that the

tained by EDAX across a selected cross section shown in oxidation of NiS 2 is slow even in pure oxygen and almost

Fig. 6. The profile is shown in Fig. 5. The concentration of absent in purified argon. Because of these reasons the change
nickel at the beginning corresponds to that in NiO. There is a in concentration of Ni1 S, under the present conditions of I
visible decrease in concentration as one crosses the Ni,S, experiment is believed to be improbable.

particle. This decrease is associated with the increase in con- The absolute value of the specific conductivity of pure

TABLE II. Expressions for temperature dependence of conductivity and the activation enerigies ofconduction for various samples in the temperature range

b Activation energy

Composition loUa + kcal/mole t
I Pure Nt 1.27 - 276 13.11 0.77

* NiOsaturated T261
2-1.43 - 2t 14.86 " 0.73,.-. 2with S r.3 T'

3 N iO 4. 5 mnle% NiS, 3.31 .. 3 2q09 - 1.00

4 NiO4 I0mole% NiS. 2.13 - 4 21.35 ± 2.05 1
r
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silica tube in which a continuous flow odargon. purified by --- Pure N Re( 7.

passing it over Drierite, copper turnis heated at 400C -,-- Pure NiO, This work

and phosphorous pentoxide, was mantained To decrease --.&- NO Sturated with S *

't the oxygen content of the gas surround.ig the sample still 3 Ni3S,

further, the gas was passed over nickel frke3 t verynearthe A --o- N;O.5rte% Ni 3S 2

sample. The whole assembly was insetd in a Kanthal
wound furnace, the temperature of whih was controlled to ,A.within ±- I "C by a proportonal contr f. The platinum -2 A N.!

wires spot welded to the two platinum fixils in which the "
sample pellet was sandwiched, acted as km& for measuring
resistance and a Pt-Pt + 10% Rh thermoc ple kept very T o
near the sample measured the temperatme to ± 0.1 "C.

Specific conductivity was estimated from the measured T 0
-3

resistance by using the usual reltitionshipar=I ;RA, where o
is specific conductivity inJ2 - 'cm- ',i thed sance between
two platinum electrodes measured in ters of thickness of
pellets in centimeters, A theareaofcontact icmcalculated "
from the diameter of the pellet, and R in D measured by the o
bridge. Measurements were carried out om, least two differ-
ent pellets of the same compositions to tet rpoducibility.
The temperature rare of measurement was restricted to 0

600-800 "C The higher temperature limi of 800'C was be-
cause of the reported melting of NiS. above this tempera- " 1 10 : ""
ture tnd lower temperature limit of 600 C was because of 11 K' 1

the crystalline transformation and possMe dispoportiona- T

ion reaction. . . rica conductivity as a function of reciprocal temperature for

(d) Determination of the nature of cre. carriers: To various NiO-NiyS1 compositions.
obtain qualitative information about the predominant cur-
rent carriers, pellets were kept between tw silver blocks, one i
of which was heated by means of a soldering io.. The direc- instruments to such high conductivities, the error margin for
tion of the current was observed using a Keithley Electrom- these compositions is relatively large.

eter. For predominant electrons as (t carriers (n-type Table I gives the calculated and observed densities and

semiconductors) the hot end becomes positive. Vaile for pre- percentage porosity for all the compositions which are

dominant positive holes as current carriers t pp semicon- shown both in mole % as well as volume percent.

ductor) it becomes negative. Table I1 gives the expressions obtained by linear regres-

(e) Characterization of samples: X-rity action Pat- sion analysis of the data %hown in Fig. i. Activation energies

terns of all the samples were obtained after the conductivity of conduction have also been obtained using an Arrhenius

measurements were complete. Similarly, samples were ex- type relation and are shown in Table ii with the respective

amined optically after polishing the faces ain. Samples standard deviations.
were also examined under Scanning Elero Microscope The specific conductivity is shown in Fig. 2 as a func-
JEOL JSM35 type to obtain morphological details. The con- tion of concentration of Ni3S2 shown both as mole % as well t
centration profile of nickel as well as su2.lsr was obtained as volume percent at 600 *C. For samoles saturated with sul-
using Energy Dispersive Analysis of x rays, fur the conductivity is found to decrease slightly as com-

pared to pure NiO. Significant decrease in conductivity is i
observed for sanples containing 5 mole % NiIS2 . Increasing !

Il1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the conc'.ntration of Ni.S2 above 5 mole % increas i the

Variation of log with lIT is shown in Fig. ; for var- conductivity as seen for samples containing 10 mole %
ious samples. At least two or three indep,dent meesure- NiS 2.The conductivity, however, increases with increase in
ments were obtained for each compositici. The data pre- temperature indicating that the semiconducting behavior is .
sented iii Fig. I include results of all sarm; es investigated. still maintained. For the samples containing higher concen-
The scatter for compositions containing 5 mck 5- NiS, and trations of Ni1 S,. however, the conductivity increases sharp- t
10 mole % Ni3S2 appears to be large. T! . = - be due to the ly and becomes metallic; i.e., the conductivity decreases with
lack of equilibrium between the sam .'-, a.d the ambient the increase in temperature.
atmosphere. Compositions containing E:,r than 10 The apparent activation energy of conduction also fobI
mole% NiS 2 show a very high conducd-":" .,hich de- lows the same pattern viz. the value increases with increased
creases slightly with increase in tempcrat-e. i, b-ehavior ty- concentration of Ni,S,. attains a maximum (29.1 kcal/mole)
pical of metallic conduction. For thse co-' uont,,s, there- at approximately 5 mole % NiS 2, and then decreases again
fore, conductivity only at 600 "C has been 6*..aried. Because wi:h the .icrease ir, the concentration of Ni F.
of the very high conductivity and inscnsiti~ty-ofmeasuing For pure NiO and NiO oaturated with sulYur, the pre-
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Elactrical conduction in ttso-phase nickel oxide-nickel oulide mlxtur03

V. B. Tare and J. B. Wtagnar, Jr.
Center for Solid State &i~rce, Arizona Siate Univrsity. Tempe. Arizona 85281

(Receivec, 30 July 1982; accepted for publication 4 October 1982)

The electrical conductivity of sintered pellets of NiO-Ni3S2 mixtures of various compositions hass
been measured as a function of temperature in the range 600-800 "C. The electrical conductivity
of pure nickel oxide irtWiy heated in known sulfur vapor at 950 C for 100 h has also been
measured as a function of temperature. The conductivity of NiO-Ni3S2 decreases initially, attains
a minimum at approximately 5 mole % NiS 2 and increases again with an increase in
concentration of Ni3S2. The activation energy (or conduction also follows the same pattern. The
conductivity changes from predominantly p type for pure and sulfur saturated NiO to
predominantly n type for compositions equal to or greater than 5 mole % Ni3S2 . The results have
been explained by postulating :he trapping of holes at the NiO-NiS 2 interface by the electrons
from N 3S2. At concentrations higher than or equal to 20 mole % Ni3S2 the conduction is
predominantly due to electrons from the Ni3S2 phase. The morphological details of the NiO-Ni3S2
composites have been obtained using scanning electron microscopy. The concentration proles of
nickel and sulfur across the composite were obtained by using Energy Dispersive Analysis of
x rays.

PACS numbers: 72.80.Ga

I. INTRODUCTION same grade. These powders were thoroughly mixed in pro-

Electrical transport in multiphase systems, because of portions such that the mixturc corresponded to stoichiome-

their unusual electrical properties, has received the attention tric Ni3 S2. The mixture was heated in an evacuated ( 10-

of several investigators recently. It has been reported, for Torr) sealed silica capsule for 24 h at 600 C followed by 4 h

example, that the dispersion of an insulating phase in an at 800 *C. The resulting product was air quenched to room

electrolyte matrix increases electrical transport by several temperature, ground to a fine powder with an average parti-

orders of magnitude.' The enhancement with increasing cle size of 75 microns, and examined by x-ray diffraction. No
concentration of dispersoid has been found to be continuous, phase other than Ni3S 2 was detected. t j

On the other hand, a dispersion of metallic particles in a Sulfur-saturated NiO was prepared by heating a coin-
semiconducting or insulating matrix is believed to result in a pressed pellet of NiO powder in sulfur vapor of - i0- Torr
critical concentration of dispersoid giving rise to nonmetal- obtained by heating elemental sulfur at =80n in a pre-
metal transition! Very little information is available, how- viously evacuated silica tube at 950 "C for 150 h. t.
ever, regarding the effect of a highly conducting compound (b) Sample preparation: Pellets of NiO were prepared by
dispersed in a semiconductor. One often encounters such a pressingthepowderinasteeldieof = 12mm diameter under
situation in a two-phase mixture of sulfide and oxide formed hydrostatic pressure of 5 tons/sq. in. Pellets of various com-
as a result of the corro-sion of metals in environments con- positions of NiO and Ni3S, were also prepared by mixing
taining both sulfur and oxygen.' More specifically, when these powders in appropriate proportions and pressing them
metallic nickel is exposed to an oxygen atmosphere contain- under similar conditions. All the pellets were sintered at

-.- ing sulfur dioxide, corrosion products, under certain condi- 750 "C for 24 h after encapsulating them in a nickel foil and
tions, are found to contain nickel oxide as well as nickel sealing them in an evacuated silica tube. This precaution was
sulfide.' The presence of nickel sulfide was suspected to be necessary to avoid any oxidation of NiJS2 .
the main reason for the very high corrosion rates. Because After sintering, the pellets were lightly polished on 4/0
corrosion is often related to transport through the product emery paper. The dimensions of pellets were measured using
layer, the present investigation describes the effect of varying a micrometer to within ± 0.001 mm. The weights were mea-
concentratil. -t of NiS 2 on the electrical conductivity of NiO. sured to a hundredth of a milligram. Geometrical densities

were estimated from these dimensions and compared with
II. EXPERIMENTAL the one calculated from the data reported in the literature'

(a) Materials used: Nickel Oxide (NiO) powder of ap- for pure NiO and pure NiS 2 to obtain, -e appareitt porosity
proximately - 300 mesh and of Johnson Matthey Pura- of the pellets.

* tronic grade (99.999% pure) was purchased from Alfa Divi- (c) Measurement of electrical conductivity: The ac elec-
sion Ventron Corporation. The nickel oxide powder was trical conductivity of the pellets was obtained by measuring
heated in air at 1000 °C for 24 h in order to fix the composi- their resistance at I kHz with a resistance bridge using the 2
tion and to sinter the material prior to pressing. The initial two-probe method. Platinum paste was applied to the pol-
particle ize was 1 Ipm and final particle size prior to pellc ished faces of the pellet to ensure good electrical contact.

- -, tizing was a -out 5/um. Nickel Sulfide (Ni,S 2 ) was prepared Pellets were pressed between two platinum foils in a spring-
from nickel powder and nickel mono, ,'ddie (NiS) 2lso cf the loaded silica assembly. The assembly was kept in another
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Asaki et al. (3. 4) suggested that, during initial stages of (3 = xiNiS - 11 = .rO. = Ni, S.- 1 xiSO.. (4)jal.oxidation of FeS or NiS., diffusion through sulfide may or
control the overall rate of oxidation. Yagi and Wagner (5)
studied the chemical diffusivity in N,.5 as a function of (4 = rNiS -(2.5 =xiO.. = Ni=,S, -NiO 1 2 = x50..
composition and showed that, although there is a small 5]
compositional dependence of diffusivity. the diffusivity Oc h iS sfresbeun xdto ae
v.alues for all the compositions are very high. The concen- Oc h iS sfresbeun xdto ae
tration gradients in ;iS. throughout its oxidation may. place by the mechanisms discussed above. The subse-

therfor, beregrde as eglgibl smll.quent slow rate of oxidation suggests that nickel sulfide
T'he oxidation reaction leading t-o the formation of, so. with either 39 or 40 aio S is probabl>' formed as the inter-

and NiO may take paeeither at Ni/.interface or at mediate oxidation product. However, from the observed
place iOOfractional weight loss in the initial stage, it seems that

Ni S1. NiO interface. The former requires transport of nickel sulfide containing -42.7 a/o sulfur is formed.
nicKel and sulfur through a compact NiO laver This is ex-
!rerneiy slowv ana m-ay be the cause or the aoserved negli- Acknowledgments
4iblv small rates of oxiclation of nicsei sulfide containing
39 L~o S For all the ottner compositions. oecause of the This research was supported by The Army Research
presence of cracKs in the 11C~ei oxide .aer formed. oxy- Office under Contract no. DAAG29.81-K-0109 and a grant

* gen can migrate through the cracxs and react with nickel from the Center for Solid State Science.
sulfide at the NiONi S interface forming fresh NiO and Mnsrp umte ac 6 94 eie au
SO., which is again carriedi away b%- he .liffusion through Mnsrp umte ac 6 94 eie au
cracks in NiO The rate is thus governea oy either the dif- script received ca. Sept. 11, 1984. This was Paper 463 pre-

sented at the San Francisco, California. Meeting of the So-
fusion of 0.. or of SO. through rac. .. 'O It Sh surpris- ctety. May 8-13. 1983.
Ing, however that ev:en .ater :6h. xi-4u~on oniv 25%r of
the reaction is complete The rate i.ter rsperiod tDe- Arizona State University assisted in mfeeting the publi-
comes extremely slow This 'u~gests -nat -e number cation costs of this article.
and.'or size of cracks present .,n NO .D re ~evto h~e verv
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Chemical Diffusion and Electrical Conductivity of
Ni3±xS 2

H. Yagi and J. B. Wagner, Jr.*

Received April 27, 1982

The sulfur activity-composition relation of 3-iVi_;xSz was determined between
600 and 750'C by thermogravimetry using H 2S/H, gas mixtures. The
existence of O3l- and l32-LVi3,,,S 2 was confirmed. The chemical diffusion
coefficient of -iVi3 ,S 2 was measured as a function of composition at 650 ,,

4 700', and 750'C using thermogravimetry for the reequilibration reaction.
The chemical diffusion coefficients varied with composition and showed a
maximum at stoichiometric composition, Ni 3S2 . The activation energy for

chemical diffusion was determined as E = 31.3 Kcal.mole -  for
stoichiometric Ni 3S2. Electrical conductivity of 13-Ni3.IS 2 was determined as
a function of composition at 650'C. The electrical conductivity increased
with increasing the mole fraction of sulfur. The temperature dependence of
the electrical conductivity of Ni3S2 was measured between 50 and 750'C
and found to exhibit metallic behavior.

KEY WORDS: Nickel sulfide; activity; chemical diffusion; electrical conductivity;thermodynamics.

INTRODUCTION

Ni 3±,S 2 has often been found as the reaction product in nickel corrosion
in pure SO2 or S0 2-0 2 gas mixtures at elevated temperatures. - The rates
of the reaction of nickel in these gas mixtures are extremely rapid. For
example, the corrosion rates of nickel in S02-0 2 atmospheres at 603°C
are 105-10 times faster than the rate of oxidation of nickel in oxygen at
1 atm 3 . These rapid rates have often been explained by possib!e rapid
diffusion of nickel through continuous nickel sulfide channels (Ni3iS 2l
formed within nickel'oxide scale. ' However, knowledge of the transport
properties of Ni 3±,S 2 phase is very limited.

The homogeneity range of high temperature Ni 3,S 2 phase in the
nickel-sulfur system has been studied by various investigators -. Lin er

*Center for Solid State Science. Arizona State Universitv. Tempe, Arizona 85287
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram for the nickel-sulfur svystem.
'

at." evaluated literature data in addition to their own and reported a
complete phase diagram of the nickel-sulfur system, as shown in Fig. 1.
Rau and Lin et al. have also determined the sulfur activity in j3-Ni,=,S:
as a function of sulfur mole fraction and temperature. Based on the sulfur
acti'.itv-composition data. Rau and Lin er al.' suggested that high tem-
perature t-Ni3 ,S- phase consisted of two different phases. 3- and jo:-
NiM, S, in contrast to other investigators. - However, neither the structure
of each phase nor the difference in properties between these two phases
has been reported.

Chemical diffusion in B-Ni,,S, has been reported by Stoklosa and
Stringer." No dependence of the chemical diffusion coefficient on composi-
tion. x was observed. From density measurements" on quenched Nil=,Sz
and marker studies after sulfidation of nickel in H2S/H: gas mixtures")
Stoklosa and Stringer concluded that B-Ni;,,S2 is defective in both anion
and cation sublattices. They suggested that its chemical formula may be
described as Ni., S2 ., where y = 2x. According to Line and Hubers" on
the other hand -Ni =,S: has a fcc structure in which nickel atoms are
randomly distributed in octahedral and tetrahedral sites of cubic closed-
packed framework of sulfur atoms with several nickel vacancies. Based on
this structure model. the'. suggested that the defect structure of O-Ni,=,S:
can be described as Ni,-: _:Sz. where - is a nickel vacancy. In either
model for the defect structure the possibility that 03-Ni3, S' consists of two
different phases, 0,- and 0:-Ni,=,S, was not addressed.
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In the present study, the- activity-composition relations of 3-Ni3 = S"2
were reexamined in order to test the existence of the two phase regions,
103- and 32-Ni 3.. S 2. Then, using the relations established in the present
study, chemical diffusion coefficients and electrical conductivities of /3-
Ni 3,,S 2 were measured as functions of composition and temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements of Sulfur Activity-Composition Relation

Sulfur activity and composition of 3O-Ni 3,. S 2 phase were determined
by the usual gas equilibration technique between 600 and 750'C. A sehe-
matic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A nickel
sheet suspended from a Cahn 1000 microbalance was equilibrated with a
gas mixture consisting of HS and H2 at a given temperature. The composi-
tion of the phase equilibrated with the gas mixture was determined by
continuously weighing the sample. Nickel sheet of 99.999%o purity was

Balance

2 4 -- it .5.

H2S/H2 ,

6

4 34

Fig. 2. Reaction chamber for the chemical diffusion and
electrical conductivity measurements. i I: gas restric-
tion to protect the balance from H,S; 121: platinum
wire: 131: Pt/Pt-10% Rh thermocouple; i4l: platinum
lead wires for electrical conductivity measurement; 51:
platinum mesh basket, t6): sample for electrical conduc-
tivity measurement; 71: furnace. 81: O-ring joint.
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supplied by Johnson-Matthey Chemical. Ltd. The nominal impurities i ppm
wt. were Fe =3. Al. Ca, Cu, Mg, Si, Ag feach)i< 1. Nickel samples (20 x
14 x 0.5 mm) were polished on emery paper from 1/0 grit down to 4/0
grit and cleaned with water and trichloroethylene. Before each run, the
initial weight of the nickel sample (about 1.13 g) was measured using a
Mettler H51AR analytical balance. This weight was used as a standard in
calculating the composition of the sample. The nickel sample was suspended
from the balance by a platinum wire. The balance was protected from
corrosive H2S by flowing dry Ar gas through the balance chamber and the
constriction as shown in Fig. 2. The furnace temperature was controlled
within= IoC by a P.I.D. temperature controller iThermac Type D 30.
Research Inc.). The temperature of the sample was measured by a Pt/Pt-
10% Rh thermocouple positioned just below the sample.

The activity of sulfur a, in Ni 3.,S2 phase relative to a standard state
of S-.g) at I atm may be obtained from the relationship a,=
4PH,s/PHJ, I/K). The term K is the equilibrium constant for the reaction,
H_, g). -S2(g) = H 2S(g) and was computed from the Gibbs free energy of
formation of HS g) selected by Mah and Pankratz.'2 The ratio of PH.s/PH"

is obtained from the flow rate of the gases. Hydrogen sulfide ,C.P. grade,
supplied by Matheson was dried over two columns of P2O,. Hydrogen was
passed through a drierite column and a P.-O column to absorb and through
heated magnesium chips to remove traces of oxygen and then again through
a P:O5 column. Argon gas to protect the balance was purified in the same
way as hydrogen. except that traces of oxygen impurity in argon gas were
removed by heated titanium sponge 1800°C). The flow rates of H2S and
H, were measured by capillary manometers calibrated by the method of
soap bubble displacement. H,2S and H.2 were mixed by passing through a
column filled with glass beads. The total flow rate of the gas mixture was
0.81 cm/sec.

Chemical Diffusion Veasurements

The chemical diffusion coefficients of Ni.-S. were measured between
600 and 750'C by the usual gravimetric method 3 using the same experi-
mental apparatus described above, There were difficulties in the preparation
of Ni 1,,S, sample for the chemical diffusion measurement. Attempts to All,
prepare a flat sample by sulfidizing a nickel sheet into Nui,,S: in HS, H_
gas mixture failed because the surface of the sample obtained by this
method was porous and irregular and large voids were observed at the
core. Another attempt to obtain a disk-shaped Ni3S 2 sample by cutting the
NiiS: rod prepared from a melt of Ni3S. was also not successful. Finally. ,.*
a relatively compact disk-shaped NiS 2 was obtained by sintering mixtures
of NiS and Ni. The NiS 199.99% 1 and Ni (99.99% powder were supplied
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by Johnson Matthey Chemical, Ltd. Appropriate amounts of NiS and Ni
were mixed by mortar and pestle and pressed into a pellet in nickel-plated
die. Then, the pellets were sealed in a silica tube under vacuum (i0- 4 Torr)
and sintered at 650"C for two months. A typicat sample was - 10 mm in
diameter -2 mm in thickness and weighed about 700 mg. Before the run,
the exact weight, diameter, and thickness of the sample were measured.
The sample was placed in a basket made of platinum mesh which was
suspended from the balance by platinum wire.

The measurement of chemical diffusion in Ni 3,,S 2 was carried out as
follows. After equilibrating the sample with an H 2S/H 2 gas mixture of a
certain composition at constant temperature, the composition of the gas
mixture was changed to a new value. The resulting weight change of the
sample was recorded as a function of time until the weight of sample
became constant. The variation of the weight change with time was analyzed
to obtain the chemical diffusion coefficient of Ni 3,,S 2 . The details of the
analysis will be disussed later. By repeating this procedure, chemical
diffusion coefficients of Ni3,, S2 were measured as a function of composition
of the H,2S/H 2 gas mixture. The composition of the sample equilibrated
with the H,,S/H 2 gas mixture of certain composition was calculated using
the sulfur activity-composition relations obtained in the present study.

Electrical Conducticit% ,iMeasurements

A rod-shaped Ni3S2 sample for electrical conductivity measurement
was prepared from the melt of Ni 3S:. The dimensions of the sample were
approximately 4 mm in diameter and 15 mm in length. The conductivity
was measured by the dc four-probe method. Four platinum lead wires were
attached to the sample rod, which was placed just below the basket as -,

shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the platinum lead wires is 13 mm
for the current measurement and 9 mm for the voltage measurement.
Keithley model 225 was used as constant current source and the voltage
drop across the sample was measured using a Keithley model 177 voltmeter.
Maximum current used in the measurement was - 100 mA, which produced
about 100-O' voltage drop across the sample. The conductivity of Ni 3,,S.

was measured as a function of composition at 650"C. It was assumed that
the sample was in equilibrium with the H 2S/H 2 gas mixture at the time of
measurement so that the composition of the conductivity sample can be
calculated from the sulfur activity-composition relations obtained in the
present study.

Also, the electrical conductivity of NiIS2 was measured as a function
of temperature between 50' and 750°C. The measurements were carried
out under a purified argon gas stream to avoid oxidation of the sample. ',-
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sulfur Acti'irv-Com position Relation

The experimental results obtained in the present study for sulfur
activity-composition relation in O-Ni 3 S.,2 are shown in Fig. 3, where the
ratios of PH's to PH, in the gas mixtures equilibrated with the sample are
shown as a function of mole fraction of sulfur, X, = 21(5 ±.t) for the Ni 3=,_ ,
phase. There is some departure from linearity in the curves obtained at
600, 650. and 700'C as shown in Fig. 3. This may indicate a 3,- and
[32-Ni 3,,S2 two phase region.

In order to clarify the two phase regions. the activity-composition data

were evaluated in terms of the ai function as defined below,

In ys

where v, is the activity coefficient of sulfur and X, is the mole fraction of
sulfur. The activity coefficients were calculated using the activity-composi-
tion relations obtained in the present study. The variation of the a function
of sulfur with X, are shown in Fig. 4. where the results by Lin e al. are
also included. In Fig. 4, the existence of13- and O-NiS=,S, two phase region
at 000, 650, and 700'C can be seen more clearly compared to that in the
previous figure. The data at 750'C. however, do not show any evidence of
a two phase region. According to Rau and Lin e al..' the 1 and t32
two-phase region exists up to about 80WC. although the data by Lin et al.
at 750°C shown in Fig. 4 do not indicate the existence of the two phase
region.

Chemical Diffusion Coer5cient

If the reequilibration reaction due to a stepwise change in the composi-
tion of H.S,' H, gas mixture is diffusion-controlled, the variation of weight
change due to the reaction with time after an initial period of the reaction
is described by the following qolution of Fick's second law for diffusion
into a finite sample in the form of a thin plate

8In, I - -1,W. .01t = - In - •t'-
41-

where L5 is the chemical diffusion coefficient. I is a half of the sample
thickness. and ., and .,4 are weight change at time. r. and total weight
change after reequilibration. respectively. Equation 12) implies that a plot
of -Ini I-ML,,.o Lf.1 against t fall on a straight line and the slope of the
line gives the chemical diffusion coefficient. D.
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Fig. 5. Plots of -In, I - AAl, vs. t. 0 PHls, PH,
). 112 to 0.084 at 654'C. _ PHS, PH, = 0.(45 to 0.060 at

7M0°C. - PH_ = ').029 to 0.1141 at 750'C.

The use of Eq. 121 to determine/ Dmay not be completely applicable
for the geometry of the sample used in the present study because the
diffusion through the radical direction of the sample may not be negligible.
In spite of this limitation, we estimated the chemical diffusion coefficient 11
by using Eq. 12) for the sake of simplicity. Figure 5 shows the typical plots

of -Inu - vs. t. The plots are linear and the intercept of the
ordinate is about 0.2. which is close to -in 8/, 2 , expected by Eq. 2). A
typical value of £,%,l was about 6 mg when total weight of the sample was
about 700 mg. These facts may indicate that the reequilibration reaction
is controlled by diffusion and the effect of radial diffusion is minimum.
Although Stoklosa and Stringer" have reported that the diffusion-controled
reacttons were observed only when the measurements were carried out in
the HzSiH. gas mixtures containing 10% H.S, we found the similar linear L
plots in the gas mixtures of all the composition studied when the tem-
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perature was above 650°C. The present study at 600'C showed that the
reaction followed linear kinetics in the initial period of the reaction. There-
fore, no chemical diffusion coefficient was determined at 600°C in the
present study.

The chemical diffusion coefficients of B -Ni 3 =, S2 obtained in the present
study are shown as a function of mole fraction of sulfur, X, in Fig. 6 for
600°C and 700'C and in Fig. 7 for 750°C. The composition of the sample
corresponding to a certain determined chemical diffusion coefficient was
considered to be a mean between initial and final composition. A typical
composition change was -0.005 in mole fraction of sulfur, X. In Fig. 6
the composition range for the a,- and 0_-Ni,,S- two phase region is also
indicated for both temperatures. As seen in Figs. 6 and 7, the chemical
diffusion coefficients of jI3-Ni,-,S: increase with increase in X,, reach a
maximum at the stoichiometric compositions X, = 0.4 and then decrease
with further increase in X,. In the 03-Nii,,S, region, the chemical diffusion
coefficient seems to increase with increase in X,. The chemical diffusion
coefficient at 750°C shown in Fig. 7 decreases continuously with X, iX, --0.4)
and does not show anv evidence for the existence of j32-Ni 3-,S 2 .This agrees
with the absence of a t- and t32-Ni,_ S, two-phase region in a function
at 750CC (Fig. 4).

According to Wagner's theory"-" of chemical diffusion in a binary-
compound semiconductor, the chemical diffusion coefficient should be
essentially independent of composition for systems exhibiting small devi-

I I o Reduction
0 * Oxidation
9.

7000C

0 "o-
4- 6500C 0

10 0

0.37 0.38 039 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.44
X,

Fig. 6. Chemical diffusion coefficient. 6 as a function
of sulfur mole fraction for,3-Ni, ,S: at 650' and 701C.
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Fig. 7. ('hemical diffu s n .oetiicient. D i% a tune-
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ations from stoichiometrv. De iations from this behavior have been found
in many compounds with significant nonstoichiometrv such as
FeO,'"'4MnO " Cu:S. " and Cr:N'" In the case of FeO and MnO the
chemical diffusion coefficient decreases with the concentration of the major-
itv lattice defect, the increase in cation vacancies, while the tracer diffusion
coefficient, and of course, the self-diffusion coefficient increase with increas-
ing defect concentration, as expected. For Cr-N, the chemical diffusion
coefficient shows a minimum of % = 0.85 - 0.9 in Cr:N. between 1050 and
12000C. 9:" The decrease in the chemical diffusion coefficient with increas-
ing defect concentration is generally considered to be due to increasing
energetic interactions between various defects, such as cation vacancies
and electron holes and/or vacancy-vacancy interactions. So far. there has
been no theoretical model which can explain the defect concentration
dependence of the chemical diffusion coefficient for compounds having
large deviations from stoichiometry. Accordingly, it is not possible to
explain the compositional dependence of the chemical diffusion coefficient
for it- and 02-Ni,=,S_ observed in the present study, since the defect
structure of /3-Ni,S, has not yet been established as discussed in the
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the chemical
dalusion coerficient. D for 3-Ni,,,S,. 0: Pres-
cnt tudv X, = i.400): A: Stoklosa and
Stringer."

previous section. The presence of a maximum at the stoichiometric composi-
tion, X, =0.4 in the chemical diffusion coefficients of 31-Ni 3=,,S 2 may,
however, indicate that the defect structure of hypostoichiometric Ni 3 -,S2

is different from that for hyper stoichiometric Ni 3-,S.
As seen in Figs. 6 and 7. the chemical diffusion coefficients for reduction

of 013-Ni 3 ,,S: are 1-40"'o higher than those for oxidation. These dis-
similar kinetics for reduction and oxidation in reequilibration of oxides have
also been found in FeO"1 2' MnO13 2 and NiO-Cr2 O 323,24 solid solutions.
These observations indicate that surface processes are at least partially
rate-determining in the reequilibration reaction.

The temperature dependence of the chemical diffusion coefficients in
J31-Ni 3 -,S_ is shown for only one composition, X, =0.40 in Fig. 9, where
the results by Stoklosa and Stringer are also included. The present data
in Fig. 9 are the mean of the values obtained in oxidation and in reduction.
The data by Stoklosa and Stringer were obtained from the reequilibration
reaction in which the composition of the H2 S! H2 gas mixture was changed
from 2% H2S to 10% HS at each temperature. Therefore, the composition
of their samples may be different at different temperatures. The activation
energy obtained in the present study was E= 31.3 kcal-mole -1 , which is

S-1
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in agreement with E, = 3) kcal • mole r reported by Stoklosa and Stringer.
The discrepancies in the values of the chemical diffusion coefficients
hetween these two sets of experiments are prohablk due to the difference
in both the sample preparations. especially the sample geometry, and the "compositton of the samptes for which the c:hemical ditfusion coetfcienis
were obtained.

E/ecrrcal Conducrt in"
The compositional dependence of electrical conductivities of 3 -Ni =, S:

obtained in the present study at 65OWC are shown in Fie. 9. The conductivitv
is very high and increases with increasing mole fraction of sulfur, vhich
is in accord with the results by Brusq et a/l.f A sudden change in the slope
of conductivity-composition relation as shown in Fie. 9 ma, be further
evidence for the existence of the 3- and 3-Nii.,S, two-phase region. It
should be noted that a chemical diffusion stud% in O3-Nii,,S- by electrical
conductivit, measurements as has been done for CoO-" and NiO:" would
be less fruitful because the change in electrical conductit, with composi-
tion is so small.

The %ariation of the electrical resistivitv of NiS, with temperature is
shown in Fig. 10, The resistivit% increases linearly with temperature. Thesudden change in the resistiit, at 55()'C may correspond to the phase
transition of low temperature 4rNS,, to high temperature ,-Ni,=,S-
observed in phase equilibrium studies by other investigators.4 - ' As seen in
Fig. I(). the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity for B3-Ni, _S -
seems to be even lower than that for 3'-Ni, S. *.
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Fig. 10. Electrical resistiv itN as a function of temperature for NiS..
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NIFFUSION OF SULFUR I!, iii 3+S efe,-nces
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Ni3±xS2 is often present as one of the corrosion
products of nickel in sulfur-containing atmosphere.
It has been postulatedl that, under certain conditions, .
the corrosion product consists of a continuous network I- ,
of ?i3S2 and that the corrosion rates are governed by
the diffusion through the interconnecting nickel sul-
fide. The knowledge of the rates of transport of
nickel and sulfur in Ni .xSx is therefore important to
the understanding of the-uechanism of corrosion of
nickel. Chemical diffusion in Nli3+xS2 has been
studied by Yagi and 'Jagner

2
. However, the contri-

bution of sulfur to the chemical diffusivity is not
known. This paper presents the results of our measure-
ments of diffusivity of sulfur-35 in Ni3±xS2 .

Two coTpositions of 3±xS 2  ontaining 40 and 42
atom percent sulfur were prepared by heating, in an
evacuated quartz tuDe, mixtures of ouratronic grade
(99.999% pure) nickel powder and 99.99': pure sulfur or

99.99g% oure NiS, initially at '-700°C for 2-3 days and

subsequently at 80OC for one day. Some of the com-.
pcunds were melted in evacuated quartz tubes of .8mm

I.D. and subsequently quenched so as to obtain rods of

.Ni'xS2. Pellets, -3-4mm in height, were then cut
from these rods. These Pellets were of '95% theoreti-
cal density. The prepared Nii3_xS2 compounds were
characterized by hydrogen reduction to determine Ni/S
ratio and by X-ray diffraction for phase identification.
For a diffusion anneal, a pellet of Ni3J*S?, together
with some sulfur-35 in a quartz boat, was Sealed in a

quartz tube without evacuation. The sealed capsule
was then annealed at a desired temperature (695-775*C)
and for a desired duration (2-20 hrs.). The pene-
tration profiles of sulfur were obtained by suctessive
grinding and measuring the residual activity of sulfur

using a Nuclear Chicago (model 1152) counter.

The diffusivity of sulfur in tli3±xS? at 695*C and

775*C has been estimated to be of the orier of ,IO-10
and 10

-
8 cmZ/sec, respectively. These values of

diffusivit, are uch smaller than the chemical dif-

fusivity4 of Ni3±xS2 (%8 x 10-6 cm
2
/sec for stoichio-

metric 'liS and '-5 x 1o - 6 
cm

2 /sec for '1i 3 3 S con-
taining 42 itom %sulfur at 700'C). This i dcates

that the contribution of sulfur diffusion to the chemi-
cal diffusivity is extremely small. Further, our
-easurements with the two compositions (40 and 42 atom

'. sulfur) show that there is no significant difference
in the rates of diffusion of sulfur in Ni3+xS2 of

. different compositions. This would suggest that, if

the diffusion of sulfur is assumed to be due to the
" resence of defects in sulfur sub-lattice in Ni3S2,
the change in the Ni/S ratio does not alter this
defect concentration and that the defect structure and
hence the deviation from stoichiometry in tl3S2 is
presumably due to the changes in the concentration of
nickel in a relatively stable framework of sulfur sub-
lattice.
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